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RED. 

• 

i would never hold people accountable. instead, i’d let them dim my light as they yelled 

at me. i held their demons, especially my mother’s. i never wanted to admit it, my mother wasn’t 

perfect but i’d never take her as a person interested in bringing me harm. honestly, i don’t think 

it was intentional. she just wanted better for me. however, in that, she projected her worries, 

anxieties, insecurities onto my brother and i. he didn’t really take much to them like me: 

empathetic with an open circle. of course i became her. 

 when she passed, i embodied her exact essence. some good, most bad. she instilled 

things into my mental that had me terrified to disappoint her or anyone else. i have anxiety 

attacks frequently, constantly worried about disappointment. not wanting to disappoint lovers, 

letting them take advantage of all i could offer. like her, i became used. angry at them for 

making me realize how useless i believed i was. this brought about the depression. 

 my mother was toxic in ways i couldn’t understand until now. this programming, these 

energies, these worries do not belong to me. they are her legacy. and in trying to make sure her 

first born became successful, she destroyed my thinking, my living, my being. no doubt i love 

her with ever fiber in my fucking body, every inch of my heart and soul but 

Mommy, I am not you 

I cannot and never will be you. 

I am me. 

• 

anger or unforgiveness | nervousness or anxiety | the heart | 

F R I C T I O N. 

 

usually the color of an angry bull’s eyes; solid, stubborn, and dense. 

those who posses this aura aren't angry in a physical sense but withhold inner traumas that give 

them the color of a structured building. pretty cliche that anger is red but it is also hurt. pain. the 

emotions in this state are not caused by immediate human contact, rather connections that we 

dread to let go because we’d hold a grudge, placing it in one of 27 bags as we move on in life. 

~ 

bag lady, you gone hurt yo’ back 

draggin’ all them bags like that 

i guess no-body ever told you 

all you must hold onto, is you 

is you, is you… 

~ 



ORANGE 

• 

 with realizing i cannot be anyone else but my best self, a need to search for myself 

became great. i questioned everything--i still do. i needed to feel authentic. it was like i was 

stripped of all my clothing and thrown into a forest-like realm where that was normal but 

   you had to 

   embrace 

   yourself 

   light & dark    and so it started. 

 the spark of inquisitivity lit up under my ass and like a well-oiled machine, i create. i 

manifest. i bring wellness to myself. i begin to wrap myself in my words and soulfully remain in 

them. 

• 

emotions | reproductive organs | energy & stamina | 

adventurous. 

 

the color of the sun; a light, an open flame. 

those surrounded by this color embody the need to create and wander among the wonders. 

very energetic and deeply into anything they create, created, or researched. because of this, 

they can become stressed out in trying to become perfection until the birth. 

they’re just super sensitive about their babies. 

~ 

i’m an artist 

and i’m sensitive 

about my shit. 

~ 

YELLOW 

• 

 going through that brought me to the need of being my highest self at all times. i was no 

longer my mother’s child but a young woman on the path to becoming a gawdess. the old me 

began to die as i learned about my blackness, my physical melanin, my spiritual self. i began to 

feel light within the darkness and i began to accept the darkness within the light. there was a 

rebirth in the works. 

 though, the journey’s beginning brought about little fears, the want to be my most 

authentic, natural self in a world full of plastic overpowered that. learning that this. takes. time. 

• 

life energy | awakening | intelligence | 

positive. 

 

the type of bright light that illuminates from the light bulb; a guiding idea. 



those who are engulfed in this crave knowledge. they are becoming of their spiritual self. 

awakened from a slumber (#staywoke). their old selves are gone, coming out as a new being in 

every sense. going through different shades, this aura is rebirth. it is knowledge. 

~ 

i was born underwater 

with three dollars and 

six dimes. 

yeah, you may laugh 

cause you did not 

do your math. 

~ 

GREEN 

• 

 i started to realize my worth. i realized others too and sometimes became dipped in 

envy. but the universe showed me that envy was never my color and to focus on self for i would 

get there when the time was right. 

 slowly, i separated from envious thoughts and walked away from my old lifeless being, 

lying on the ground. naked to the self, to the world. as i embraced who i was meant to become, 

clothes of a different fabric embraced me. 

 learning to let shit go. to focus on myself. to give accountability. in the last year, i learned 

that the old me was me for a reason. i have to realize that by myself, like a tree, i have to grow 

by myself, live for myself. 

 i was finally able to grow. 

• 

growth | comfort | heart | balance | change | 

natural. 

 

not money but trees. as time changes, so do they. 

those embraced with this aura realize that in order to get to the light, you have to travel through 

darkness. like a tree in winter. they are healing energies, manifesting functions for further 

growth through their heart’s desire. never forgetting that darkness & solitude is needed to 

constantly grow. 

~ 

i guess i’ll see you next life-time 

maybe we’ll be butterflies 

i guess i’ll see you next life-time 

that sounds so divine. 

~ 

BLUE & INDIGO & VIOLET 

• 

 at this moment, i became my favorite colors. 



 it is present day and this journey is nowhere near done. it’s become easier to express 

myself, to truly believe in my self. when i’m not in the middle of winter, i become peace. people 

seek shade from my leaves and i give such. 

 no, i do not know everything, but that’s the catch. the one that knows something knows 

that they know nothing at all, word to ms. badu. 

 this was the place i dreamt of when i was younger. serene amongst all the chaos. to be 

submerged in a calm sky. 

 as i progress, i realize that this is a cycle. i’ll go through these colors again before 

reaching a higher place in my journey. (it’s limitless) 

 and that’s okay. forever learning. forever evolving. for trees never stunt their growth. 

• 

throat | caring | loving | intuitive | 

peacefulness. 

third eye | pituitary | sensitive | 

deep feeling. 

crown | pineal gland & nervous system | wise | 

visionary. 

 

the night sky, a much needed slumber, closed eyes under shade, sunset and sunrise. 

those engulfed in this hue on the entire spectrum come into the realization of their power, their 

peace. they embrace muddy hues as much as they embrace the bright ones. they remain as 

cool as the ocean’s breeze, knowing that they are on the right path, living in a cycle, becoming 

wiser every step. the evolution continues. 

~ 

oh on and on and on and on 

my cypher keeps running like a rolling stone 

oh on and on and on, on, on-on, on, on 

you can’t fuck with me, so just leave it alone. 

~ 

 

 afraid to respect the individual 

as single person within a circumstance 

can move one to change, 

to love herself, 

to evolve. 

 

~ e. badu 


